Looking for a place to escape the hustle and bustle of the city life? But dread taking long drives to find this escapade? Tired of Port Dickson, Genting Highlands and Bukit Tinggi?
Then be mesmerised by the age-old heritage of cooling Fraser’s Hill. Fraser’s Hill is indeed a sanctuary where time stands still. Nestled inconspicuous-
ly on a hilly remote location, where the road meanders gently to this destination, whizzing past exotic lush green. Fraser's Hill is regarded as the oldest hill resort in Malaysia. Compared to the other hill resorts of Genting Highlands and Cameron Highlands, Fraser's Hill is the least developed, thus a great part of its charm is that most of its environment and natural landscapes are intact.

Approximately situated on the border between the states of Selangor and Pahang, Fraser's Hill is located 106 kilometres north of Kuala Lumpur via Kuala Kubu Baru (KKB); around 2 hours by car.

For decades (since 1919), access to Fraser's Hill was possible only via "The Gap", a 8-kilometre one-lane road used by uphill and downhill traffic in turns. As of March 2006, the new roads and the old roads are used alternately for upward and downward traffic (the new road for upward traffic and the old road for downward). No more time restrictions for vehicle moving up or coming down the hill.

visiting fraser's hill
Once up, your own transportation is the best option to move around Fraser's Hill. But if you are not in a hurry, then walking up and downhill via the narrow roads or through the jungle treks would be ideal.

Rising majestically at 1,524 metres above sea level with an average temperature between 21 to 23 degree Celcius, Fraser's Hill is built on seven hills and exudes a quiet rustic air. You can feel the tranquil calm ambience of an English countryside here at Fraser's Hill.

Though the popularity of this hill resort has dwindled over the years to the more commercialised Genting Highlands and Bukit Tinggi Resorts, Fraser's Hill indeed has all that it takes to be a top destination for nature lovers, golfers and birdwatchers. The fresh mountain air is invigorating and when dusk falls, the mist that blows in brings back nostalgic memories of a simple, genteel era. One can't help but to notice historical buildings and bungalows, many abandoned, to remind you of the old colonial days.

fun & recreation
One of the delights of a visit to Fraser's Hill is to be able to explore the splendours of nature with a trek through the many well-marked nature trails or tracks. The adventurous nature trails, with distances ranging from half a kilometre to
order to fully enjoy trekking. A pair of good trekking shoes or a strong walking shoe, a light waterproof jacket and a pair of binoculars for bird and wildlife watching will do for a start. And of course it helps to bring along a bird guide and a bottle of drinking water.

Interestingly, the Fraser's Hill town golf course is the first highland course and the second in Peninsular Malaysia after Taiping. The golf course in Fraser's was built on former tin mines.

For birdwatchers, Fraser's Hill is indeed a sanctuary for exotic birds. More than 260 species of birds, local and migratory ones, have been spotted here. The annual International Bird Race organised by the Fraser's Hill Development Corporation in collaboration with WWF-Malaysia and the Malaysian Nature Society oversees participants throughout the world converging to the hill station to determine which team can sight, identify and record the most number of species of birds as stated in the official checklist.

Fraser's Hill is particularly popular with exotic bird watchers and other wildlife enthusiasts. More than 260 species of birds, local and migratory ones, have been spotted here. The annual International Bird Race organised by the Fraser's Hill Development Corporation in collaboration with WWF-Malaysia and the Malaysian Nature Society oversees participants throughout the world converging to the hill station to determine which team can sight, identify and record the most number of species of birds as stated in the official checklist.

The hill is also renowned as a botanically rich and important site, by virtue of its many endemic plants. A recently published survey found over 900 species of flowering plants, out of which 31 are endemic to Fraser's Hill. Indeed, Fraser's Hill preserves an ambience of peace and tranquility as it appeal to the city dwellers who wish to escape for the weekend. So, hurry up and make a weekend date with Fraser's Hill.

**Major Accommodations at Fraser's Hill:**

**YE OLDE SMOKEHOUSE**
Jalan Jeleu
49000 Fraser's Hill
Pahang Daru' Makmur
Tel: 609-362 2226
Fax: 609-362 2035

**FRASER'S PINE RESORT**
Jalan Pech Batu
49000 Fraser's Hill
Pahang Daru' Makmur
Tel: 609-362 2122
Fax: 609-362 2288

**FRASER'S SILVERPARK RESORT**
Jalan Lady Maxwell
49000 Fraser's Hill
Pahang Daru' Makmur
Tel: 609-362 2888
Fax: 609-362 2887

**SHAHZAN INN**
Jalan Lady Guillemard,
49000, Fraser's Hill,
Pahang Daru' Makmur
Tel: 609-362 2300
Fax: 609-362 2264

**PUNCAK INN**
Jalan Genting,
49000, Fraser's Hill,
Pahang Daru' Makmur
Tel: 609-362 2055
Fax: 609-362 2055
Breaking Competition at Laser Speed

HP Malaysia continues to mark its dominance in the market as it celebrates its 100-millionth laserjet printer worldwide shipment.